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Abstract
In this paper we address the physical meaning of states in loop quantum cosmology (LQC). A
ﬁrst step in this is the completion of the program begun in [1], applied to LQC. Speciﬁcally, we
introduce a family of (what are called) b-embeddings of isotropic loop quantum cosmology (LQC)
into full loop quantum gravity. As a side note, we exhibit a large class of operators preserving each
of these embeddings, and show their consistency with the LQC quantization. Embedding at the
gauge and diﬀeomorphism invariant level is discussed in the conclusion section.




An important recent development in physics is the construction of a quantum theory of
cosmology concretely related to a proposal for full quantum gravity. This theory of cosmol-
ogy goes under the name of loop quantum cosmology (LQC), and consists in a quantization
of the cosmological sector of general relativity, using variables and quantization techniques
analogous to those used in loop quantum gravity (LQG) – a concrete proposal for a full,
background independent, theory of quantum gravity.
However, beyond similarity of methods of quantization, it is not a priori clear that LQC
accurately reflects the cosmological sector of LQG (the meaning of which is even not fully
understood). To answer this question, a first step is to propose an interpretation of LQC
states in the context of LQG — that is, to propose a physical meaning for the states of
LQC. The configuration space in LQG is the space A of SU(2) connections Aia. Symmetric
elements of A are those connections of the form Aia = cω˚ia (see §II B of this paper). States
of LQC are thus wave functions of the single real variable c ∈ R, whereas states of LQG are
wave functions of the full SU(2) connection Aia. The question then is: given a wave function
ψ(c), what is the corresponding wave function Ψ(Aia)? There are different approaches to
this question depending on the approach one takes to the meaning of ‘symmetric state’ in
loop quantum gravity. In the foundational work [2], it is proposed that a state Ψ(Aia) be
considered ‘symmetric’ if it is zero every where except on symmetric connections Aia = cω˚
i
a.
This leads to an obvious strategy for embedding LQC states ψ(c) into LQG states Ψ(Aia),
reviewed in §IVA,IVB of this paper. We refer to this approach to symmetry as ‘c’-symmetry,
where ‘c’ stands for ‘configuration’ and refers to the fact that symmetry is imposed only on
the configuration field and not on the momentum field (see [1]) 1 In [1], a second approach
to imposing symmetry was proposed in which symmetric states have more ‘spread’ and
symmetry is imposed on both the configuration and momentum fields in a balanced way.
This approach to symmetry was referred to as ‘b’-symmetry, where ‘b’ is now taken to mean
‘balanced’. As one might guess, coherent states play a role in the definition of ‘b’-symmetry.
Indeed, as we shall see in this paper, given a family of (complexifier) coherent states, one
can, in a very elegant and clean way, realize a corresponding ‘b’ embedding of LQC states
into LQG. This is the main result of the paper. Each ‘b’-embedding allows a large class of
new operators (the classical analogues of which separate points in phase space) to be directly
carried over to LQC from full LQG. One finds full consistency with the existing quantization
in LQC. Ultimately, however, one needs to define an embedding of LQC into the space of
physical LQG states, as these are the only states expected to ultimately describe nature.
We will not answer this question in this paper, but will make some comments regarding it
in the conclusions.
For deeper conceptual discussions regarding the meaning of symmetry in quantum field
theory, more analysis on different approaches to symmetry in quantum field theory and
more analysis on the associated embeddings of reduced model states into full quantum
field theories see [1, 3]. For example, it is worthwhile to recall from [1, 3] why the most
obvious definition of ‘symmetric state’ fails for quantum gravity, so that alternatives must
be considered. The ‘obvious’ definition of ‘symmetric state’ is that of a state invariant
under the action of a symmetry group. However, in quantum gravity, all physical states
1 In the paper [1], this approach to symmetry was referred to as ‘A’ symmetry. We now refer to this
approach to symmetry as ‘c’-symmetry, in order to give it a more meaningful name.
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are expected to be invariant under all diffeomorphisms and thus expected to be invariant
under all actions of spatial symmetry groups, whence this ‘obvious’ notion of symmetry is
physically vacuous. 2
A further remark is in order. This work does not address deviations from LQC due to
effects of inhomogeneities. It is rather an attempt to improve our understanding of the
relation of LQC to the exactly homogeneous (isotropic) sector of LQG.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we review the basics of LQG and LQC
needed for this paper; this section will also serve to fix notation. We then introduce holo-
morphic representations of LQG and LQC in section III. In section IV, after presenting
and making precise the original embedding proposed by Bojowald and Kastrup (the ‘c’-
embedding), the holomorphic representations are then used to construct the ‘b’-embeddings.
Preservation of the ‘c’-embedding and of each of the ‘b’-embeddings by operators, and con-
sistency with the LQC quantization is discussed in section VI. We then conclude with a
review of the significance of these results, and discuss some open questions, in particular the
issue of embedding LQC into LQG at the level of physical states.
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF KINEMATICAL STRUCTURE OF LQG AND LQC
A. Loop quantum gravity
Loop quantum gravity is an approach to the quantization of general relativity which
remains background independent, preserving that insight of general relativity which Einstein,
in later reflection, expressed as the central lesson of general relativity [5]. Mathematically,
modern loop quantum gravity starts from a formulation of general relativity in terms of an
SU(2) connection Aia and a densitized triad field E˜
a
i conjugate to it [6, 7, 8, 9]. (Here A
i
a




σi of the Lie algebra su(2).) Let A denote the space of smooth SU(2) connections,
and let Γ denote the appropriate phase space of smooth pairs (Aia, E˜
a
i ). The strategy of
quantization (at the kinematical level) is essentially characterized by requiring Wilson loop
functionals to have well-defined operator analogues in the quantum theory. More precisely,
the algebra of elementary configuration variables is chosen to consist in functions of finite
numbers of holonomies of the connection Aia. Such functions are called cylindrical and the
space of such functions is denoted Cyl. The elementary momentum variables are taken to
be the flux integrals of the triads: given any 2-surface S and any su(2)-valued function f




f iE˜ai nadσ1dσ2 (1)





, (σ1, σ2) are arbitrary coordinates on S, x
a are arbitrary coordinates
on the spatial manifold, and ǫabc denotes the fully anti-symmetric symbol (i.e., the Levi-
2 The recent work [4] also tries to relate reduced quantum models to corresponding full quantum ﬁeld
theories. The issues addressed there are diﬀerent from those addressed in [1, 3] and here. For example,
the issue of the meaning of symmetric state and the issue of proposing a speciﬁc embedding of reduced
quantum model states into full theory states, are not discussed in [4].
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Civita tensor of density weight -1). Cyl together with the fluxes E(S, f), considered as
phase space functions, generate the elementary algebra of observables.
To quantize, we begin by constructing a representation of this basic algebra on Cyl. The
configuration algebra is represented by multiplication. The operators corresponding to the
momentum degrees of freedom (i.e., those of the triad) are then defined via the classical
Poisson bracket
Eˆ(S, f)Φ := i{E(S, f),Φ} (2)
which ensures that the commutators of elements of Cyl and fluxes match the corresponding
Poisson brackets correctly. The Hilbert space of states is constructed by equipping Cyl with
a Hermitian inner product defined using the Haar measure on SU(2) [6, 8]. Let H denote
the Cauchy completion of Cyl with respect to this inner product. One can check that
the resulting representation of the basic observables reflects correctly not only the Poisson
brackets, but also the correct adjointness relations. This is the elementary quantization in
kinematical LQG.
After the quantization of the elementary operators, other geometrical operators corre-
sponding to length, area, and volume can also be constructed [6, 7, 8], all with discrete
spectra. The Gauss constraint is simple to solve, and the diffeomorphism constraint can be
solved by group averaging techniques [6, 7, 8]. There are also proposals for the Hamiltonian
constraint [6, 7, 8]; but there is as yet not sufficient satisfaction with these proposals, so
that the construction of the Hamiltonian constraint and its solutions is an active area of
research [10].
As a further note, the kinematical Hilbert space H can also be expressed as an L2 space
over a certain distributional extension ofA referred to as the space of generalized connections,
A. A can be characterized as the space of (arbitrarily discontinuous) maps A from the space
of piecewise analytic curves to SU(2) satisfying
A(e2 ◦ e1) = A(e2) ◦ A(e1) and A(e−1) = A(e)−1. (3)
Every cylindrical function on A naturally extends to A in an obvious fashion. We shall use
a single symbol ‘Cyl’ to denote the space of cylindrical functions, whether they are thought
of as functions on A or A.
In order to describe the topology on A, it is convenient to first develop Cyl a little
more, and then introduce A in a different way. Given a cylindrical function Φ(A) =
F (A(e1), . . . , A(en)), as SU(2)
n is compact, and F : SU(2)n → C is continuous, it fol-
lows that F is bounded. Thus Φ is bounded as well. As this is true for all Φ ∈ Cyl, the
sup norm is therefore well-defined on Cyl. Let Cyl denote the closure of Cyl in the sup
norm. Cyl then forms a C∗algebra. A may then be identified with the Gel’fand spectrum of
Cyl [6]. This identification induces a natural topology on A. In this topology, the space of
all continuous complex functions on A is precisely Cyl. Furthermore, A is compact in this
topology.
One can construct a diffeomorphism and gauge invariant, regular, faithful, Borel measure
µo on A called the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure (see [6, 7]). This measure is in a certain
sense unique [11]. The kinematical Hilbert space of states H is isomorphic to L2(A, dµo).
For further details, see, e.g., [6].
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B. Isotropic loop quantum cosmology
Isotropic loop quantum cosmology is an attempt to quantize the cosmological sector of
general relativity using the same techniques used in loop quantum gravity. In the original
papers [2, 12], it was presented to be more than this – to be a theory of the cosmological
sector of loop quantum gravity itself, at the kinematical level. We will discuss this viewpoint
in §IV. However, for the purposes of this section, it will be clearer to think of LQC as a
quantization using methods which are analogous to loop quantum gravity methods.
More precisely, we wish to quantize the homogeneous isotropic sector of general relativity.
It is sufficient for the modest purposes of this paper to consider the spatially flat case, so
that the spatial symmetry group is the Euclidean group. To define the desired sector, we
must first fix a particular action of the Euclidean group, E, on the SU(2) principal fiber
bundle of the theory. Concretely, this can be done by fixing an action of E on the basic
variables through a combination of spatial diffeomorphisms and local SU(2) gauge rotations.
In specifying the action of E, let us use its structure E ∼= R3⋊SO(3), so that a typical element
will be denoted (x, r). Also, recall that each element r ∈ SO(3) is naturally related to two
elements of SU(2) (via the standard 2 to 1 homomorphism), related to each other by a
sign. Let Λ(r) ∈ SU(2) be one of these two elements of SU(2) (the sign will end up not
mattering). Then define E’s action through the following combination of diffeomorphisms
and gauge transformations:
(x, r) 7→ Λ(r) ◦ φ(x,r) (4)
where Λ(r) here denotes the action of the constant gauge transformation taking everywhere
the value Λ(r) ∈ SU(2), and (x, r) 7→ φ(x,r) ∈ Diff(M) denotes some fixed action of the
Euclidean group on the spatial manifold M . The action induced on the basic variables
(Aia, E˜
a
i ) is then


















where rij denotes the adjoint action of r ∈ SO(3) on so(3) ∼= su(2).
Let AS and ΓS denote the subspaces of A and Γ, respectively, consisting in elements
invariant under this action. AS is then one dimensional and ΓS is two dimensional. For














is in ΓS. Any other pair
(Aia, E˜
a
i ) ∈ ΓS takes the form







Here the density weight of E˜ has been absorbed into the determinant of q˚ab. Thus, via the
coordinates c and p, AS ∼= R and ΓS ∼= R2.
To define the symplectic structure on ΓS, one cannot simply use the integral for the









where ω denotes the symplectic current of the full theory, V denotes an arbitrary compact
region of M and Vo denotes its volume with respect to q˚. Because of the homogeneity of the
variables, ΩS is independent of this choice of region. (Thus, if one wishes, one could take




dc ∧ dp. (9)
where γ denotes the Barbero-Immirzi parameter.
Let us proceed with quantization. As in the case of loop quantum gravity, the ‘loop’-like
character of the quantization is encoded in the choice of a basic configuration algebra based
on holonomies. More precisely, we take the reduced configuration algebra to be the same as
the LQG configuration algebra (evaluated on ΓS), except that we furthermore restrict the
edges to be straight with respect to q˚. This simplifies analysis, as holonomies of connections
in AS along straight edges take a particularly simple form. Given an oriented straight edge


















(eˆ · ω˚iτi). (11)
Thus such holonomies depend on the connection c only via exponentials e
iµc
2 . One can then
define the space of cylindrical functions in the reduced theory in two ways. First, let us
define Cyl to be the space of cylindrical functions in the full theory based on graphs with
only straight edges. Let r denote the embedding R →֒ A given by c 7→ c ω˚ia. Then we can
define CylS := r
∗ [Cyl ]. Alternatively, CylS can be defined as the space generated by sums
of products of matrix elements of the holonomies (11). In either case, we call the resulting











for some F : U(1)n → C and µ1, . . . , µn ∈ R. The real numbers µ1, . . . , µn play the role
analogous to edges in full LQG, and e
iµ1c
2 , . . . , e
iµnc
2 may be viewed as playing the role
analogous to the holonomies. Because of this, we will sometimes imitate the notation used
in full LQG, and write c(µ) := e
iµc
2 for all µ ∈ R.
The momentum variables are obtained by simple restriction to ΓS of the momentum
variables in the full theory. Substituting (7) into (1) leads to








= pE˚(S, f) (13)
so that the momentum algebra in the reduced theory consists in multiples of p.
3 CylS is also equal to the space of almost periodic functions.
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In analogy to the full theory, we begin by representing the basic algebra of obervables on
CylS. The configuration algebra again acts by multiplication. The action of the momentum
pˆ is given by








In analogy with the full theory, an inner product may be defined on CylS using the Haar
measure, this time of U(1). Cauchy completion of CylS in the inner product yields a Hilbert
space HS. One can check the action of the basic algebra extends to HS, with the correct
adjointness relations satisfied.
Beyond the quantization of the basic variables, one also has a quantization of the volume
operator, and of Thiemann’s proposal for the Hamiltonian constraint, as well as of the
Master constraint [13]. The advantage of working with the reduced model becomes evident
at this point: the spectrum of the volume operator is much simpler than in the full theory,
and one can analyze in detail the solutions to the Hamiltonian constraint [14].
The kinematical Hilbert space HS can also be expressed as an L2 space over a certain
extension RBohr of the classical configuration space AS ∼= R. RBohr is the Bohr compactifi-
cation of the real line. This compactification can be thought of as the space of all arbitrarily
discontinuous homomorphisms from R to U(1), c : µ 7→ c(µ)(= “e icµ2 ”). (This is the descrip-
tion analogous to the description of A involving equation (3).) Alternatively, one can also
define RBohr using Gel’fand spectral theory. As in the full theory, CylS consists of bounded
functions, so that one can complete it in the sup norm to obtain a space CylS with the
structure of a C∗-algebra. RBohr can then be identified with the Gel’fand spectrum of CylS.
This construction then endows RBohr with a natural topology. With this topology, the space
of continuous functions on RBohr is precisely CylS, and RBohr is compact. RBohr also turns
out to have the structure of an (Abelian) group; it possess a unique Haar measure, which
we will denote by µoBohr. HS is then naturally isomorphic to L2(RBohr, dµoBohr).
III. HOLOMORPHIC REPRESENTATIONS OF LQG AND LQC
A. Holomorphic representations via coherent state transform
In this section we review how the complexifier coherent states introduced in [15] are simply
related to certain holomorphic representations of loop quantum gravity. These holomorphic
representations were first introduced in [16].
Complexifier coherent states are a generalization of the notion of coherent state based
on the property of each being a simultaneous eigenstate of all annihilation operators. The
definition of the coherent states are then in essence determined by the definition of the
annihilation operators. The annihilation operators, in turn, are designed to correspond
to a complete set of complex coordinates on phase space. These complex coordinates are
generated from the real configuration coordinates by means of what is called a complexifier.
To introduce these ideas more concretely, let us consider a finite dimensional phase space Γ
taking the form of a cotangent bundle T ∗C, and suppose {qi} are a complete set of coordinates
on the configuration space C. At the classical level, the complexifier is a positive function








where {qi,C}(n) := {. . . {qi,C}, . . . ,C}, where C appears n times on the right hand side.
By making an additional assumption on the dependence of C on the momenta, one obtains,
generically, that these complex coordinates separate points on Γ [15]. In this case, the











Following [15], we refer to these operators as annihilation operators. We will find it con-
venient to also introduce the conjugate coordinates zi := αi, with quantization zˆi := αˆ
†
i .
Indeed, it is the analogues of these zi coordinates which will be most used in this paper.







where we have chosen to label the coherent state with the coordinates ~z for reasons that will
become clear shortly. Here δ~q ′(~q) denotes the Dirac delta distribution with respect to the
measure defining the innerproduct on the state space, and ~q ′ → ~α denotes complex-analytic
continuation. This state is a simultaneous eigenstate of the annihilation operators αˆi with
eigenvalues αi(ξ) = zi(ξ).
From these coherent states, one can construct a holomorphic representation. For each
Φ ∈ H, define the function UCΦ : CC → C by
(UCΦ)(~z) := 〈ψC~z ,Φ〉. (19)
UCΦ is then holomorphic in ~z, and the operators zˆi act by multiplication in this representa-
tion. More generally, for all holomorphic functions F (~z) with suitably bounded growth, we
can define F (~ˆz) using a power series expansion of F . Then it is not hard to see that F (~ˆz)
also acts via multiplication in this representation. Substituting equation (18) into (19), and
taking the complex-analytic continuation out of the inner product, one obtains















Where, in the first line, we begin by re-interpreting e−Cˆδ~q as an appropriate distribution
(e.g., as a Schwarz distribution, if we assume Φ is Schwarz). The last line shows that UC
is the same as the generalized coherent state transform defined in [16]. In fact, historically,
this coherent state transform came first, and the complexifier coherent states were a later
development from the transform. That is, historically, the logic of discovery was the opposite
of that presented above. However, the above presentation makes clearer the physical meaning
of the complex coordinates {zi} in terms of the complexifier.
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As a simple example, consider n uncoupled harmonic oscillators. One then has C = Rn,
and Γ = T ∗C. If we choose 1
2
~p2 as our complexifier, the resulting complexifier coherent states
are the usual Gaussian dynamical coherent states for n uncoupled harmonic oscillators. The


















B. Holomorphic representations of LQG
Let us apply these constructions to kinematical LQG. First, let an appropriate non-
negative function C be chosen as a complexifier, such that it has a non-negative, self-adjoint
operator Cˆ as its quantization. In the literature the spatial volume of the entire universe is
often used, because it is the simplest spatially-diffeomorphism invariant observable we know.











AC is thus a one-form taking values in su(2)C = sl(2,C), whence AC may be interpreted as
an SL(2,C) connection. We shall denote the space of SL(2,C) connections by AC, as it is
the complexification of the space A of SU(2) connections. For each piece-wise analytic curve
e, define the annihilation operator
AˆC(e) := e−CˆAˆ(e)eCˆ. (23)























Substituting (23) into this expression, and using the fact that the eigenvalues of Aˆ(e) are
unitary, one has
Zˆ(e) = eCˆAˆ(e)e−Cˆ. (27)
4 This is a non-trivial fact because of the path ordering in the exponential expression for the holonomy. In
(25), essentially the eﬀects of the † and the inverse on path ordering undo each other, yielding the stated
relation.
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Next, for each phase space point ξ ∈ Γ, we again define a corresponding coherent state.
In the present case, the coherent states will end up not being normalizable, and so must
be understood as elements of Cyl∗. Because of this, for us it will be simpler to define the






where, similar to the last subsection, we label the coherent states by the coordinate Z. Here
δA′(A) denotes the Dirac delta distribution on Cyl. The reason why we analytically continue
to Z(ξ) = AC(ξ) rather than to AC(ξ) is that we are defining the coherent state directly as
an element of Cyl∗: recall that the standard mapping H → Cyl∗, Ψ 7→ 〈Ψ, ·〉 is anti-linear. 5
For the same reason, because we are defining the coherent states directly as elements of
Cyl∗, the states (28) are more directly simultaneous eigenstates of the conjugate operators





Note also (28) is well-defined as a member of Cyl∗ only if e−Cˆ preserves Cyl. We assume
this is the case. This will be the case, for example, if Cˆ is graph preserving, such as when
it is a pure momentum operator. (Later we will find convenient to require a couple further
conditions on Cˆ; all of these conditions will be satisfied if Cˆ is pure momentum.)
To introduce the holomorphic representation, for all Φ ∈ Cyl, define UΦ : AC → C by
(UΦ)(Z) := ηCZ(Φ). (30)
This mapping U is the holomorphic representation. Its image consists in holomorphic cylin-
drical functions — that is, functions F (Z) of the form F (Z) = F˜ (Z(e1), . . . ,Z(en)) for some
e1, . . . , en and some F˜ : SL(2,C)
n → C holomorphic. 6 As in the last subsection, U has also
















5 In [15], the coherent states are treated as non-normalizable wavefunctions rather than directly as elements
of Cyl∗, which is why there one has analytic continuation to AC(ξ).
6 Note, in the representation U , the inner product will take a certain form. This then gives us an inner
product on the space of holomorphic cylindrical functions of SL(2,C) connections. In fact, there is one such
inner product for each choice of complexiﬁer. If the complexiﬁer is gauge and diﬀeomorphism invariant,
then this inner product will also be gauge and diﬀeomorphism invariant. This is what was sought for in the
papers [18] for the purpose of doing self-dual loop quantum gravity. The existence of these representations
U reminds us that, in attempting to do self-dual loop quantum gravity, the diﬃculty is not so much ﬁnding
a gauge and diﬀeomorphism invariant inner product, but ﬁnding one that satisﬁes the self-dual reality
conditions.
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for all e. It is then natural to define the quantization of holomorphic functions of Z also
by multiplication in this representation. The most general case in which multiplication by
F (Z) preserves the image of U is when F (Z) is a holomorphic cylindrical function. Given
any such function F (Z), we can define its quantization F̂ (Z) = F (Zˆ) to act by multiplication










C. Holomorphic representations of LQC
The definition of the holomorphic representation of LQC is similar. Choose a non-negative
function CS on the reduced phase space, with operator analogue CˆS, non-negative and self-
adjoint. CS can then be used to define a complex phase space coordinate c
C. For each
µ ∈ R, we then define the operator analogue of cC(µ) := e iµc
C
2 to be
ĉC(µ) := e−CˆS ĉ(µ)eCˆS . (34)
As before, introduce a conjugate coordinate z := cC. Defining z(µ) := e
iµz
2 , classically one
has z(µ) = cC(µ)
−1







For each phase space point ξ ∈ ΓS, in a manner similar to before, one constructs a coherent
state ηCSz(ξ) ∈ Cyl∗S. The coherent states are again non-normalizable, and so are treated
as elements of Cyl∗S. Each is a simultaneous eigenstate of the annihilation operators in a
manner similar to the last subsection. Again, in order for the coherent states to be well-
defined elements of Cyl∗S, we must stipulate that e
−CˆS preserve CylS, which will be the case
if CˆS is pure momentum, for example. In [13], CS is taken to be
1
2
p2, as this yields well
understood Gaussian coherent states. However, in §V, we will see motivation for a different
choice of CS.




US then maps each ΦS to a function holomorphic in z. The operator analogue ẑ(·) again
acts by multiplication:
US(ẑ(µ)ΦS)(z) = z(µ)(USΦS)(z) (37)
for all µ ∈ R. In a manner similar to the last subsection, any holomorphic function of
(finitely many of) the ẑ(µ) operators also acts by multiplication.
7 One can also deﬁne F̂ (Z) = F (Zˆ) via a power series expansion of F (Z) in matrix elements of holonomies
of Z. However, this involves more subtleties.
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IV. EMBEDDINGS OF LQC INTO LQG
A. The embedding of Bojowald and Kastrup
In the foundational paper [2], Bojowald and Kastrup propose an embedding of a symmetry
reduced model, quantized using loop methods, into LQG. We briefly review their proposal
here. However we do so only for the specific case of isotropic loop quantum cosmology, in
order to avoid unnecessary mathematical abstraction.
Briefly, their proposal is the following. Begin by letting r : R→ A denote the map
r : c 7→ cω˚ia. (38)
In [2] it is suggested that the map r be extended to a map r : AS = RBohr → A “by
continuity.” 8 Let CylS denote cylindrical functions on AS = RBohr and let Cyl denote
cylindrical functions on A. Then the pull back via r is a map r∗ : Cyl → CylS. We can then






where µoBohr is the Haar measure on RBohr (used in LQC). It is not hard to check, at a
heuristic level, that the elements in the image of σ have support only on Im r, the space
of “symmetric generalized connections”; thus they may be viewed as satisfying a set of
operator equations expressing symmetry in the configuration variable A. This is the sense,
for Bojowald and Kastrup, in which the states in the image of σ are “symmetric states” of
the full theory.
The problem with this construction is that it is not clear whether the extended map
r : RBohr → A, in fact, exists. It is difficult to prove or disprove the existence of r. 9
Fortunately, for the purposes of this paper, we can side step this issue by modifying the
construction of σ. This modification will be presented in the next subsection. 10
B. A precise formulation of the embedding of Bojowald and Kastrup: The c-
embedding
We begin where the above construction is no longer clear mathematically: that is, when
one tries to extend r : R→ A by continuity. As noted in §§IIA-IIB, cylindrical functions can
be thought of as functions on either A or A: the algebraic structure of the associated space
of cylindrical functions is the same. For the rest of this paper, we will think of cylindrical
functions as functions on the space of smooth connections, A.
8 RBohr is actually used in describing LQC only in the later work [19]. I am here presenting the idea of
Bojowald and Kastrup in [2], appropriately modiﬁed to incorporate the clariﬁcations/emendations in [19].
9 In the original presentation [2], without incorporating the corrections in [19], r does not exist because
there the quantum conﬁguration space U is not a completion of the classical one U = R.
10 However, if we wish to extend σ to the diﬀeomorphism invariant level (that is, to develop further from
it a mapping of CylS into diffeomorphism invariant states), this question of the existence of r becomes
important. See the discussion in the conclusion section.
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First, as in §II B, let Cyl denote the space of cylindrical functions on A depending on
graphs with only straight edges. The image of Cyl under the pull-back map r∗ is precisely
CylS. This allows us to define ιc : CylS → Cyl∗ by
ιc(Φ)(Ψ) := 〈Φ, r∗Ψ〉. (40)
ιc is then a precise version of the embedding envisioned by Bojowald and Kastrup. The
image of ιc consists in elements of Cyl
∗ with support only on symmetric connections. The
‘c’ subscript stands for ‘configuration’ and refers to the fact that states in the image of ιc
satisfy a symmetry condition only on the configuration variable.
Note that here more is being done than simply replacing A with A and RBohr with R:
the domain of r∗ is being restricted to Cyl. Without this restriction, it is not clear the image
of r∗ would consist in normalizable states, and hence not clear whether the right hand side
of (40) would exist. It is not even clear whether, without this restriction, the image of r∗
could be made sense of as a subset of Cyl∗S. It is because of this that the embedding ιc
takes Cyl∗ as its range. However, this is still sufficient for investigating, for example, the
action of holonomies along straight edges. For, these preserve Cyl, so that their dual action
is well-defined on Cyl∗. In fact they preserve the image of ιc, and their action on Im ιc is
consistent with the action of the analogous operators in LQC (see proposition 2 in section
VI).
C. The b-embeddings
In the paper [1], an alternative paradigm for embedding a symmetry reduced model into a
full quantum field theory was suggested. The associated notion of symmetric quantum state
is referred to as a ‘b-symmetric’ state. The ‘b’ stands for ‘balanced,’ and refers to the fact
that symmetry is imposed in a more ‘balanced’ way on both configuration and momentum
variables (see [1]). At the end of [1], an application of this ‘b-symmetry’ paradigm to
loop quantum gravity was partially sketched. We complete here the definition of the ‘b’
embedding of LQC into LQG.
The idea is to construct a family of coherent states in LQC and a family of coherent states
in LQG, and use these to define a mapping from the former into the latter. Heuristically,
we want the embedding to map each coherent state in LQC into the coherent state in LQG
corresponding to the same phase space point.
To make things clear, let us begin by letting C and CS denote a choice of complexifier








z∈C denote the corresponding





z∈C ⊂ Cyl∗S. (41)
Let f : CylS →֒ Cyl∗S denote the standard embedding ΦS 7→ 〈ΦS, ·〉. The completeness of the
coherent states {ηCSz } then tells us roughly that Im f ⊂ V . Literally V must be completed
in a certain topology before it contains Im f ; but we will be heuristic on this point, as
what follows really only serves as a heuristic motivation for (48), which is well-defined in
itself. The strategy is to first define an embedding ι˜b : V → Cyl∗, and then restrict it to
Im f ∼= CylS. For this purpose, it will be convenient to first define s : C→ AC by
s(z(ξ)) = Z(ξ) (42)
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for all ξ ∈ ΓS ⊂ Γ. That is, s is just the representation of the inclusion map ΓS →֒ Γ in the
complex coordinates z and Z. At this point we must stipulate that C and CS be chosen such
that s is holomorphic. This is necessary in order for the b-embedding as constructed below
to be well-defined. The consequences of this restriction for C and CS will be discussed in






Here, on the righthand side, we are interpreting ηCs(z) ∈ Cyl∗ as a member of Cyl∗; the reason
for this will become clear. (As Cyl ⊂ Cyl, there is a natural embedding Cyl∗ →֒ Cyl∗.)







Next, define π : Cyl → CylS by Φ 7→
(
U−1S ◦ s∗ ◦ U
)
Φ. In order for π to be well-defined,
we must define the domain of π (‘Domπ’) and have s such that (s∗ ◦ U) [Domπ] ⊆ ImUS.
The easiest way to do this is to let Cyl be the domain of π, assume e−Cˆ preserves Cyl, and
require s to be holomorphic. e−Cˆ will preserve Cyl if, for example, Cˆ is graph preserving,
such as when Cˆ is pure momentum. It may also be possible to define π on all of Cyl; however,
for the purposes of this paper, it suffices to define π only on Cyl (for reasons similar to those
in the last section).






= ηCSz (πΦ) . (45)
Using this equation’s linearity in ηCSz , we have
(ι˜bα) (Φ) = α (πΦ) (46)
for all α ∈ V . In particular, if ΦS ∈ CylS, then fΦS ∈ V , so that
(ι˜bfΦS) (Φ) = (fΦS)(πΦ)
= 〈ΦS, πΦ〉 (47)
Thus if we define ιb := ι˜b ◦ f : CylS → Cyl∗,
(ιbΦS)(Φ) = 〈ΦS, πΦ〉. (48)
If one wishes, this may then serve as the more convenient definition of ιb. We note that this
form is identical to that of the ‘c’ embedding in the last subsection: the only difference is
that r∗ is replaced with the projector π, defined using holomorphic representations.
A second approach to a ‘b’-symmetric embedding is to imitate exactly the expression for
the ‘b-embedding’ in equation (4.86) of [3] (using an integral over the reduced phase space,
and a resolution of unity into coherent states). This second approach, however, is more
involved, and the answer is, in any case, again equation (48), as above.
Finally, we note that the ‘c’-embedding presented in §IVB also could be motivated by a
construction similar to that above. The only difference in the construction would be that,
instead of initially stipulating that ηCSz map into η
C
s(z), one would stipulate that δc′ map into
δr(c′).
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V. CONSEQUENCES OF THE HOLOMORPHICITY OF s FOR THE CHOICE
OF C AND CS.
The condition that s be holomorphic imposes restrictions on C and CS. It is significantly
easier to analyze these restrictions if we assume C and CS are both pure momentum; fur-
thermore, as noted already, it is convenient to assume C and CS are pure momentum also
for other reasons. With this assumption, we have the following result.
Lemma 1. If C and CS are both pure momentum, so that C = F (E˜) and CS = G(p),
and s is holomorphic, then CS is uniquely determined by C up to a multiple of p and a
(physically irrelevant) constant. More specifically, s is holomorphic iff ∃ a fixed Bia(x), real,
and constant on ΓS, such that
δF
δE˜ai (x)
(p ˚˜E) +Bia(x) = G
′(p)ω˚ia. (49)
Proof.







z = c− iG′(p). (51)
s is defined by (ξ ∈ ΓS)
s(z |ξ) = Z |ξ





















































From this, we can see that G′′(p) is uniquely determined by F , so that G(p) is uniquely
determined by F up to a term of the form Bp + C (B,C ∈ R), as claimed. It is useful to
do the first integration of (55) explicitly. Integrating both sides with respect to p, we get
δF
δE˜ai (x)
(p ˚˜E) +Bia(x) = G
′(p)ω˚ia(x) (56)
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where Bia(x) is some fixed (i.e., constant on ΓS) one-form taking values in R
3 (it must be
real as the other two terms are real, and there are no factors of i in the equation). 
For the case C = spatial volume of the universe, let us determine what corresponding
(pure momentum) choices of CS are allowable, in the sense of making s holomorphic. First,







where eia(x) is the dynamical co-triad field. For E˜
a
i = p
˚˜Eai , let us determine e
i
a(x) in terms of
p and ω˚. First, det q = det E˜ai = p
3 det ˚˜Eai = p
3 det q˚, so that eai = (det q)
−1/2E˜ai = p
−1/2e˚ai .
Thus eia = p














It follows that, in equation (49), Bia(x) must be of the form Bω˚
i
a(x). (49) then gives us
1
2
p1/2 +B = G′(p). (60)





for some B ∈ R (plus a possible physically irrelevant constant). Note that in LQC, the
volume is proportional to p3/2 [19]. Thus, except for the overall coefficient, this result for
G(p) might have been guessed. The corresponding complex coordinate z is then
z = (c+B)− i
2
p1/2. (62)
VI. OPERATORS PRESERVING THE EMBEDDINGS
Suppose O is a given function on Γ, and OS denotes its restriction to ΓS. Suppose
furthermore that each of these possess quantizations, Oˆ in the full theory and OˆS the reduced
theory. Then, given an embedding ι of the reduced into the full theory, we would want the
following consistency relation
Oˆ ◦ ι = ι ◦ OˆS (63)
to ideally hold. For if it holds, then, if ι is used to identify reduced theory states with full
theory states, then OˆS is simply the restriction of Oˆ to the ‘symmetric sector’ Im ι. When
the above relation holds, we shall say the embedding ι ‘intertwines’ the operators Oˆ and OˆS.
If all operators used in the reduced theory were intertwined in this way, the reduced theory
would literally be simply a description of the symmetric sector Im ι of the full theory.
We begin with a short result for ιc: ιc intertwines all functions of holonomies (of A
i
a) along
straight edges. 11 We will then prove that ιb intertwines all holomorphic functions of the
11 This had been known at some level to other researchers [21], but is not stated elsewhere.
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holonomies of the complex connection Z along straight edges. Unlike the algebra intertwined
by ιc, this latter algebra of observables separates points on both the full and reduced phase
spaces, which makes it a little more satisfactory, as it is, in this sense, a “complete” set of
observables. Whether or not more observables can be intertwined by some ιb remains to be
seen.
Proposition 2. ιc intertwines functions of finite numbers of holonomies of the connection
Aia along straight edges in the manner (63).
Proof.Let F : A → C be any function of the form F (A) = F˜ (A(e1), . . . , A(en)) for some
































◦ ιc = ιc ◦ F (r (cˆ))†. 
Proposition 3. ιb intertwines holomorphic functions of finite numbers of holonomies of the
complex connection Z along straight edges in the manner (63).
Proof.
Let F : AC → C be any function of the form F (Z) = F˜ (Z(e1), . . . ,Z(en)) for some F˜ :



















































= U−1S (F (s(z))s
∗UΦ) (66)
where, in going from the first to the second line, equation (32) and the holomorphicity of F










































Let us review what has been accomplished. We have shown how holomorphic represen-
tations allow for an elegant way to define a ‘b-embedding’ of loop quantum cosmology into
loop quantum gravity. This gives us an interpretation of loop quantum cosmology states
which is more physically appropriate, in the sense that one has symmetry in both momenta
and configuration variables. In the process of proposing a b-embedding, we found a restric-
tion must be placed on the complexifiers C and CS (in the full and reduced theories) used to
construct the embedding. For the case in which C is the spatial volume of the universe, and
under the assumption that CS is pure momentum, the form of CS was determined, unique
up to addition of a multiple of p. Lastly, we showed how the b-embeddings intertwine a
large class of operators, a class ‘complete’ in the sense that the classical analogues separate
points of the phase space.
Two open issues are in particular worthy of mention. First, one would like more than
holomorphic functions of holonomies of Z to preserve the image of the embedding ιb. Second,
one must eventually construct an embedding of LQC states into physical LQG states.
The first issue is essentially the following. In section VI, we have verified that Im ιb is
preserved by, and ιb in fact intertwines the most obvious set of operators one might try. It
remains to investigate further operators of more direct interest, for example: the volume
operator, Hamiltonian constraint (smeared with constant lapse), or Master constraint. The
freedom in the choice of complexifier C may help to achieve preservation of Im ιb by these
operators, though this is not yet clear. One should note, in any case, that if the second issue,
discussed next, is addressed to completion, at least the question of whether the Hamiltonian
constraint or Master constraint preserves Im ιb will be obviated.
The second issue is that of mapping LQC states into physical LQG states. In the dis-
cussion of this second issue, we will assume the b-embedding approach; however everything
said here can be repeated for the c-embedding approach. The importance of mapping into
physical states of LQG arises from the fact that it is only the physical states that are propos-
als for describing reality. Recall the heuristic program for this task suggested in [1]: simply
compose the kinematical embedding with group averaging over the gauge group generated
by the relevant constraints. Because the image of ιb is in (Cyl)
∗, this prescription is only a
heuristic starting point. It is easy to see, however, how it can be made rigorous for the case
of the Gauss constraint. The diffeomorphism constraint has a few added difficulties. We do
not address embedding LQC into solutions of the Hamiltonian (or Master) constraint here,
as this is expected to be more involved; furthermore, it would require first embedding into
diffeomorphism invariant states, and this has not been done quite yet.
Let us begin by letting PG denote the group averaging map for the Gauss constraint, in
a general, heuristic sense, and define, heuristically, the embedding “ιGb := PG ◦ ιb” of LQC
states into LQG states invariant under the group G of local SU(2) rotations. Two facts make
it easy to see that ιGb can be made well-defined: First, zero is in the discrete part of the
spectra of all of the Gauss constraints, so that the local-SU(2)-gauge invariant states live
again in the kinematical Hilbert space H. Second, the action of local SU(2) gauge rotations
on H preserves Cyl, and so PG also preserves Cyl. Using these two facts, we have, for all
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ΦS ∈ CylS and Φ ∈ Cyl,













= ιb(ΦS)(PGΦ) = (P
∗
G ◦ ιb)(ΦS)(Φ) (69)
whence ιGb = P
∗
G◦ιb, where here PG denotes group averaging on Cyl, which is just orthogonal
projection onto the gauge invariant subspace of Cyl. Thus ιGb is well-defined.
However, there is an apparent problem with trying to repeat this general prescription for
the diffeomorphism constraint. The above heuristic prescription runs into a difficulty at the
first step: because the group of diffeomorphisms does not preserve the space of graphs with
straight edges, it does not preserve Cyl, and so does not even act on (Cyl)∗, the codomain
of ιb. Consequently, one cannot even begin to write down a formal composition of ιb with a
group averaging map over diffeomorphisms. Of course, the source of this problem is the fact
that we restrict consideration to straight edges at a certain point in defining ιb (see subsection
IVC). The apparent need to do this can in turn be traced to the restriction to straight edges
in the definition of the basic configuration algebra of LQC. The question then arises: might
it be necessary to enlarge the basic configuration algebra of LQC to include holonomies
along all edges before one can map reduced theory states into diffeomorphism invariant
states? This is possible; however one must first investigate the possibility of defining ιb with
codomain Cyl∗ without enlarging the basic configuration algebra of LQC. This will be the
subject of future work.
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